Market leader

in Baltic and Balkan markets in sales and purchase invoice solutions

Our customers

are telecoms, banks, accounting firms, construction companies, from service and other industries as well as from public sector

Fitek has brought innovation to financial processes for more than 20 years

150+ million invoices and other documents handled annually

1000+ customers in Nordic, Baltic and other countries

260+ qualified professionals working in 8 countries

20 m€ is net sales in 2018
Fitek is part of Unifiedpost

Fitek is the market leader in financial automation processes - sales and purchase invoice solutions.

As of March 2019, Fitek is part of Unifiedpost Group, one of Europe's leading FinTech firms.

Belgium Headquarters

2002 Founded

€63m Revenue '18

Licensed Payment Institute

+/- 680 Colleagues

Swift Certified

>1.500 Corporate, Enterprise & Government clients

>180,000 SME clients

>2.500,000 Connected Customers

>300,000,000 Transactions/Documents (annual)

>1,000,000,000 Communications Generated

www.unifiedpost.com
Fitek and National Library of Latvia

68'410 photo negatives and slides
3'135 Photographs/glass photographic plates
45'455 large format paper materials

1'517'800 periodicals
363'200 periodicals (segmentation only)
594'000 books
200'000 music notes
340'000 cultural monument files

Open competition organized by the National Library of Latvia "Digitalisation of images in the framework of ERDF project "Digitalisation of cultural heritage content (1st stage)"
2.projects: 18 month and 6 month
Document digitalization

NATIONAL LIBRARY

ARCHIVE

DOCUMENT SELECTION FOR PROCESSING

TRANSPORTATION

RECEIVING AND PRE-PROCESSING

FITEK

DATA COMBINING

SEGMENTATION MANUAL VERIFICATION

AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

SCANNING

PUBLIC ACCESS TO DIGITIZED DOCUMENTS

http://www.periodika.lv
http://gramatas.lnb.lv
http://kartes.lnb.lv

DATA PROCESSING

E-STORAGE
Technology

- Large format scanning - roller scanner
- Periodicals and thick books
- Plustek - Slides and Films
- Flatbed Scanner - Photo Negatives and Glass Photo Plates
Segmentation

Creates segmentation frame at right angle and size for scanned image

docWorks has performed image segmentation analysis by assigning a polygon "area" to each image element

The digitization operator has corrected the docWorks segmentation analysis errors. Each color of a polygon has a predefined value, such as blue = titles, yellow = paragraph, and so on.
Digitization operator creates articles from polygons

Image OCR for one of the titles by docWorks

The digitization operator has corrected OCR errors made by docWorks
Process

- Darkness
- White gloves
- Delicate work
Digitising in future
Involvement in cultural heritage

AS FITEK has cooperation with several institutions related to cultural heritage

State Inspection for Heritage Protection
University of Latvia Academic Library
Friedrich Cander Space Research Museum
Latvian State Archive of Audiovisual Documents
Thank you,

Alvis Dimitris